Systemic Failure
If in fact true, if United States Secretary of Treasury Timothy Geithner did
choose to order a stand down of prosecuting those that lead the planet to
financial destruction then a bad choice was made. If Timothy Geithner and
others similar, followed orders of their leaders to place gold above the lives of
people, then could it be said, our leaders have chosen to forfeit their soul to
Satan which allowed Satan to condemn their mind to an eternal flame?
Where the Soul ends for evil gains does the mind (perceptive
conscious) of the body suffer eternal? Could it be?
Noah and his family survived the great flood and it is noted that God would
not again destroy the world by flood but by that of fire. Was it the world that
God destroyed or the evil of the one(s) that was destroyed? Forget not, the
seed of evil will also perish, innocent or not. Not my words, God’s word.
Destruction by fire, many years past in the nuclear cold war where many
innocent worried that their life would end in the fireball at the center of
nuclear blast. Many have speculated as to how the Earth would cease to exist
such as by asteroid, space aliens and a sweep of God’s hand. Is it really the
Earth that ends or that of evil that ends?
Could it be, where one forfeits one(s) soul to Satan, one also forfeits one(s) life
to the external flames of hell? Is it possible that after the Noah incident that
God refused to again intervene in mans choice? If such is true, then could it
be possible that God’s destruction by fire is a choice that one makes to follow
Satan’s path of greed?
Could it be said that one(s) choice to follow Satan to the fires of hell would be
following that of God’s word as it is written?
When we not follow God’s path, we chose not wise leaders nor wisely lead.

